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SONAR - Safer Nightlife Berlin
What we offer
SONAR
is a network project for Safer Nightlife which offers training courses and workshops, information
stands and advice concerning the Berlin party scene.

SONAR 
means putting health of party guests first and addressing risk minimisation regarding
consumption. Our approach is carried through acceptance and we don’t point fingers.
Everything SONAR offers is free of costs.
Note: In consultation with our contracting authority, the department of health of the Berlin senate, all
information and contents of conversation will be treated in a confidential manner. We do not publish
anything concerning our interactions (also no photos) without your explicit consent.

The SONAR network consists of:
Fixpunkt e.V.
Notdienst Berlin e.V.
vista gGmbH
eclipse e.V.
Clubcommission Berlin

Of course, our collaboration is based on direct interaction:
Rüdiger & Raimund | project coordination
sonar@safer-nightlife.de | [Rü] ++49 (0)170.794.8756
safer-nightlife.berlin
fb: sonar.berlin
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Overleaf: check lists for trainings & info stands
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Our trainings
➢ are aimed at club owners / club managers / organisers / crews and all other staff in nightlife
(crew / night management, bar, door, guest care, etc.)
➢ teach you basic and specialised knowledge
➢ take place after an assessment meeting with you so we can plan the training together
➢ are conducted with selected experts on the respective topics
➢ are limited to 40 people at the most
➢ can take place within your facilities and usually last 3 to 4 hours
For your orientation: Our BEST clubbing training programs
1: Basic training of risk competence in the context of nightlife
2: Health competence in the context of guest care
3: Health competence in the context of bar situations
4: First aid, infection protection and work safety
5: Consumer Competence Training
6: (New) psychoactive substances
7: Chemsex
What is it that we need from you in order to organise trainings?
❏ Interest in the health of your crew and your guests
❏ Preliminary planning and arrangements together with us
❏ A meeting with us (about 1 hour), if possible with 2-3 of your people, to assess the situation
❏ A fixed date to which our crew is invited by you

Our information stands
➢ are usually composed of 4 trained employees
➢ usually work 4 hours rather at the beginning of a party (for example, from 00:00 to 04:00 am)
➢ provide information and Safer-use materials concerning health and consumption issues
➢ inform and advise guests for instance on substance effects and risks, mixed use and safer use,
but also on individual problems and the possibilities of consumption reduction
What do we need from you in order to organise our information stand at your club?
❏ A responsible attitude towards your guests
❏ Your willingness to promote health issues and low-risk consumption towards your guests
❏ A quieter location (about 3 square meters) where conversation with guests are possible
❏ Our staff on your guest list
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